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Growing Value 

Those who take a hands-on approach to managing their 
company’s reputational value send market signals that lead to 
improved equity and debt pricing. As Nir Kossovsky wrote: 
“companies with strong reputational value and risk 
management processes are more likely to see their stock price 
outperform their industry peers during times of crisis.” 

https://bit.ly/30G8xzh 

Mini article
This mini article is about how users can now add multiple 
images to posts on LinkedIn. 

https://bit.ly/2YrgMfy 

Apps 

Loopsie 3D Photo 

This app lets its users add a new 
dimension to their photos. Some of 
the effects that are available on it are 
3D Photos, D3D Camera Parallax like 
videos, Smart Long Exposure, Light 
Trails, Living Photos and so on. It is a 
useful app for content creators and 
creative marketers. 

https://apple.co/3cZubRv 

Books 

Instincts of the Herd                  
in Peace and War 
by Wilfred Trotter 

Wilfred Trotter, an English surgeon, 
was known for his concept of the 
herd instinct, which he first outlined 
in his famous work ‘Instincts of the 
Herd in Peace and War’, an early 
classic of crowd psychology.  

https://amzn.to/2YxlJnf 
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Infodemic vs. Pandemic 

The infodemic is no less important than the pandemic. There 
are both good news and bad news about COVID-19 
misinformation. According to this article in the Scientific 
American, the good news is that people don’t necessarily 
believe it. The bad news is that they don’t necessarily believe 
valid information about the pandemic either.  

  

https://bit.ly/30HF2x4

Paying Lip 
Service to Social 
Purpose? 

Big brands are showing their 
support for social justice however 
Purpose Talk isn’t enough. Purpose 
Walk is needed because, as Simon 
Mainwaring wrote: “Consumers are 
increasingly skeptical of purpose 
washing. They penalize companies 
that jump on the bandwagon, 
damaging their reputations.” 

https://bit.ly/2B9GpcN 

Impact on 
Content 
Subscription           

Which industries are showing the 
most resilience in the current 
turbulent times? The Subscription 
Impact Report: COVID-19 Edition 
has the findings from the analysis 
on the earliest trends of how CoVid 
19 has impacted the subscription 
business growth from the last 
month vs. the previous 12 months. 

https://bit.ly/3dZrTmA 

Initiating a Slower Pace of Life 

In his book on the global Slow movement Carl 
Honoré explained: “In our hedonistic age, the 
Slow movement has a marketing ace up its sleeve: 
it peddles pleasure. The central tenet of the Slow 
philosophy is taking the time to do things 
properly, and thereby enjoy them more.” The 
Slow movement is not about picking the side of 
being slow. It is about a slower pace or the right 
speed. It is about slowing down what’s 
unnecessarily fast. It may seem an ideal for many 
but it is already been real in many spheres related 
to authentic luxury i.e. slow food, slow fashion, 
slow living etc. This article is about how to 
maintain a slower pace of life after lockdown. 

https://bit.ly/2BX9uZt 
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